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Introduction: 

We see little debate at this point that cyber security emerged as the leading 
priority for corporate IT in 2014 and has only grown more important this year.  
We believe that IT budgets for security have seen a noticeable uptick from last 
year and we look for spending to continue strong into 2016.  The dramatic 
increase in both the number and effectiveness of  attacks has put pressure not 
only on the corporate world but also governments at all levels to more effectively 
lock down key cyber assets including data, finances and applications. 

 “America’s economic prosperity, national security, and our individual liberties depend on our 
commitment to securing cyberspace and maintaining an open, interoperable, secure, and reliable 
Internet. Our critical infrastructure continues to be at risk from threats in cyberspace, and our 
economy is harmed by the theft of  our intellectual property. Although the threats are serious 
and they constantly evolve, I believe that if  we address them effectively, we can ensure that the 
Internet remains an engine for economic growth and a platform for the free exchange of  ideas.” 
President Obama, February 2013 
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This rapid acceleration in the volume and severity of  breaches is incredible when you consider that the 
security market is both mature and has one of  the highest adoption rates of  any IT space.  In critical areas 
such as firewall, anti-virus, email, access and identity management we have seen broad deployment of  
technologies over the past two decades but still, particularly in the last few years have seen significant growth 
in the number of  attacks – pointing out the rapid obsolescence of  our legacy technology in today’s world. 

Evolution of  Cyber Crime 

Hacking has become a significant criminal enterprise, with industry estimates suggesting that a successful 
programmer can earn $15 to $20 thousand an hour for successful infiltration.  Other estimates suggest that 
the ROI on a successful hack can be anywhere from 10 to 20x the cost of  development and deployment.  
The breadth of  success ranges from “phishing” personal information and then stealing funds to blackmail 
and aggressive spamming.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Proofpoint 

Governments have now incorporated hacking as both an offensive and defensive weapon around the globe.  
Recent hacks such as the one perpetrated on Sony by North Korea are designed to show Americans how 
vulnerable we are to attack.  There is rampant speculation that the recent hack of  US government personnel 
data was done by the Chinese in order to gain access to information about government employees.  Finally, 
the Stuxnet worm was deployed in Iran in 2010 in order to slow down the country’s adoption of  nuclear 
technology.  It is widely held that the worm was developed and launched by a joint operation of  the US and 
Israeli governments. 

Breaches Keep Happening 
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The bottom line is that as more and more data is connected to the internet and the financial and political 
rewards for illegally accessing that data so outweigh the risks, we believe that both the volume and 
sophistication of  cyber attacks will only continue to grow.  The only hope of  at least slowing the pace is to 
revisit how we secure our digital assets.  Part of  that process has to be accepting the fact that with the 
financial stakes where they are on both sides, that breaches will be inevitable, and our ability to limit access, 
scope and impact needs to improve. 

In addition to facing both a higher volume and sophistication of  threats, there are underlying changes in how 
technology is deployed in the enterprise that are making securing data far more challenging.  The historical 
model for security has been physical in nature, secure the device, secure the network and keep the bad stuff  
out. With the advent of  new, cloud and mobile first architectures that approach cannot provide sufficient 
protection.  While securing the perimeter and endpoint are still crucial, we are now seeing recognition that it 
is at least if  not more important to directly secure applications and data. 

We believe that the cloud vendors are not likely to offer data and application level security due to both the 
complexity of  offering a comprehensive solution across so many variable data types and structures, as well as 
the requirements and financial liability of  assuming that responsibility.  Accordingly, we believe the ability to 
deliver web application and data level security virtually – so it can be deployed in any cloud environment - will 
be a critical governor on enterprise cloud growth.  We believe this will be an opportunity both for innovation 
and consolidation. 
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Additionally, through the rapidly growing use of  social networks, hackers have a much greater ability to 
profile users and launch much more personally targeted attacks both directly on social networks and also via 
email, making the user much more vulnerable to infiltration either by phishing or exploitation.  It also gives 
the malware a much easier path onto the corporate LAN as it will now be able to bypass the firewall as the 
user directly connects.  

While all of  these technology shifts are different they create a common problem from a security perspective, 
they dramatically increase the size of  a potential attack surface.  As the cyber workplace evolves from a PC 
tied to a corporate network to one where employees access systems and data from virtually anywhere across 
dynamic networks, the IT organization’s ability to provide protection is significantly compromised.   

Even as the challenges to provide a secure environment grow exponentially, the commercial and regulatory 
pressure to tighten up continues to expand.  New privacy driven standards such as HIPAA and PCI carry 
stiff  fines for violation, not to mention the loss in consumer confidence.   The key factor to remember is that 
as applications and data continue to be physically distributed across more clouds and users continue to use 
mobile devices to access them, the challenges to secure these assets will only grow more severe.  Bottom line, 
our current technology and personnel are strained to the breaking point and not able to keep up. 

How Security Technology is Adapting 

The majority of  deployed security products are built for yesterday’s world.  Specifically they are architected 
with two fundamental flaws.  First, they are built around securing a physical perimeter whether it’s a network 
or a specific machine.  Second, vendor sprawl has created an industry of  point products in a modern world 
that requires integration.  The fundamental truth is that the combination of  the new BYOD and cloud 
coupled with far more sophisticated attacks require a different approach.  Said another way, the way we do 
business has changed but the way we secure our infrastructure has not. 
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As the above chart shows, breaches are growing in large part because the attackers are playing by a different 
set of  rules than our defenses.  Said another way, rather than go through the struggle of  fighting through a 
strong firewall, why not go in through the back or side door, attacking where the strongest defense is not.  
Much as the fortified Maginot line failed to stop the German invasion in World War II (they just went around 
it), our Maginot line of  traditional firewalls and antivirus software are also being circumvented.   

Attackers are accelerating the pace at which they modify and release viruses as they adopt the rapid release 
techniques being used so effectively in the SaaS world.  The challenge for the enterprise hasn’t been so much 
the release cycle but instead managing the patching of  computers, particularly in today’s mobile and 
disconnected world.  One unpatched laptop or tablet can release a virus onto the LAN, even if  the firewall 
has been updated. 

Through the aggregation of  social media data, attackers have gotten much more elegant in how they design 
spam content (delivered both via email and social sites) to individual users – many times containing a 
malicious URL designed to push code onto the device.  Since so much of  both email and social engagement 
occurs off  the protected corporate network (and the device has most likely not been patched) the chances of  
a malicious attack are significant.  While technology is able to find and block malware, the human element of  
trust and curiosity cannot be managed by technology. 

One technique used aggressively today is the splitting up of  malware across several attack services – 
assembling the individual pieces as they come together on the device or server.  For example, an attacker may 
deliver a piece of  code via Spam, a second via a URL and a third via an operating system vulnerability.  Since 
none of  these pieces of  code look malicious on its own, they are able to skirt the point security at each stage 
and find their way onto the device.  Once assembled the virus is able to slither onto the network and begin its 
work.  Hopefully, it is caught by the APT product (assuming it is running) before too much damage is caused.  
Since each device in the security chain is independent and singularly focused it cannot correlate what it sees in 
a particular code fragment with data gathered by other devices and assess that there may be a threat.   

Finally, current defense products are looking for events – access of  a file or some data, a failed login attempt, 
a bad URL or attempts to move data to unknown locations.  Today’s attacks work in much more subtle ways.  
Through the gathering of  personal information malware is able to pose as users and work persistently in 
disguise rather than standing out.  Importantly, since the malware is not recognized for some time, it is able to 
cause far more damage than via traditional methods.  Attackers have become fearless about rapidly modifying 
code and spamming, looking for any point of  entry onto a corporate network. 
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In a recent presentation, Proofpoint aggregated industry analyst data to quantify the impact of  this 
architectural gulf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Proofpoint 

We do not believe that the right answer is to throw out today’s perimeter focused hardware and move to a 
new approach.  In fact we continue to believe that traditional security technologies such as firewalls, AV, and 
IAM (identity access management) still serve valuable roles (even with a hardened home alarm system you do 
lock your front door), but we are excited that those traditional technologies are being modernized and 
augmented with new architectures that exploit the cloud and corporate policy.   

Palo Alto Networks pioneered this approach with its Next Generation Firewall, which essentially combines 
multiple security functions on a single device, making it much easier for threat information to be shared 
across functions.  Fortunately we are seeing a plethora of  new vendors attempting to adapt these new 
architectures to rethink the problem of  protection which is driving significant demand for a refresh cycle.  

The Security Market 

The security market has historically been extremely fragmented due to its point product legacy.  We believe 
that beginning in 2013 we started to see a new wave of  growth driven by the recognition that the only way to 
contain the acceleration in both the number and impact of  modern breaches was to begin to modernize 
infrastructure to keep up with the adoption of  cloud, mobile and social infrastructure and applications.   
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Additionally the growing maturity of  big data technologies is finally enabling a new era of  security analytics 
which, over time could make it easier to predict a potential breach before it happens. 

Today however, we believe much of  the growth has been about share shift as the legacy vendors – Cisco, 
Hewlett Packard, Juniper, EMC, Dell, Checkpoint are losing ground to emerging companies like Palo Alto 
Networks, Proofpoint, CyberArk, and FireEye.  As the upstarts prove the effectiveness of  their technology it 
continues to pressure the old guard as the replacement wave accelerates and the ability to provide deeper 
protection for dynamic environments becomes paramount.   
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Accordingly, we look for the larger system vendors to move aggressively via M&A to remain relevant in security, much as F5 
has done.  
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Consolidation in the Security Space is Poised to Accelerate 

We believe strongly that the security market is uniquely positioned to see an accelerating rate of  
consolidation, well beyond that of  other sectors in the software universe.  We view the structure of  the 
market, along with several emerging external factors as driving this wave. 

Factors Driving Consolidation in Security 

1. Beginning in late 2012, security became a C-level priority 
2. Systems vendors have minimal product to offer 
3. The industry has a point product legacy 
4. Customers want to work with fewer vendors 
5. The cloud, the cloud, the cloud 

 
As the consequences of  security breaches became apparent to business executives, IT security quickly moved 
from several pieces of  the overall IT budget to a separate line item, with tight scrutiny at the board level.  In 
most cases firewalls were bought by the network ops group, AV by the PC group and DLP by the storage 
group, with no thought given to integration. 

We detected a heightened interest in the topic at these levels in late 2012 and into 2013, although spending 
with vendors in the market didn’t pick up as we thought it would. It’s our view that the business execs put 
their dollars to work not with product but instead with larger, trusted services organizations such as IBM 
Global Services and Accenture, in order to better understand the actual requirements of  securing and 
protecting critical corporate assets.  Over the course of  2013 and into 2014 the acceleration and severity of  
breaches finally pushed enterprises into action, with radically different plans.  The Chief  Security Officer 
(CSO) role was created to centralize an overall plan and purchasing.  The fall-out from this move was that the 
way companies wanted to acquire product changed dramatically. 

As purchasing centralized and architectures were developed, customers have made it clear to the industry that 
they want to do business with fewer vendors.  We have seen several cases where, over the past 24 months 
large enterprises have decreased the number of  security point vendors they do business with from 60-70 
down to 25-30, with the hope of  taking that number even lower.  There are two primary drivers for this.  
First, customers want that single throat to choke – a vendor to hold accountable rather than one that points 
fingers.  This requires both breadth of  product and sufficient scale to provide confidence and proper 
support.  Second, customers are demanding products that can share data – it’s no longer sufficient that 
malware can be detected by an APT product, it needs to propagate that knowledge to firewalls and connected 
devices in seconds.   

As the severity and consequences of  breaches both grow more severe, customers are looking for a security 
platform that can provide significantly more automation, eliminating the delays that come with too much 
human analysis and intervention. 
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Given the point product legacy of  the industry, it should be apparent that the legacy and systems vendors 
cannot meet this demand.  Only the more modern vendors such as Palo Alto Networks designed their 
architectures in this manner, while the bulk of  the industry grew up in the point product/multiple buyer era. 

Vendors are then left with the classic buy/build choice in order to be strategically relevant.  Given the time 
required and expense of  completely redoing a proven architecture, we are seeing a significant acceleration of  
what we call technology tuck-ins, as vendors look to add functionality as quickly as possible without 
disrupting existing products.  Since much of  this new technology leverages cloud architectures, integration is 
a much easier proposition than with a legacy model, since it is easier to leverage things like big data 
repositories to share information. 

This strategy has been happening at all levels of  the market with large vendors such as Microsoft and Cisco, 
mid cap vendors such as Palo Alto and Checkpoint and smaller players such as FireEye and Proofpoint.  
Given the cost of  building out distribution and trust at the enterprise level, we believe this approach will likely 
pick up momentum in the coming year. 

But what about the big bang?  How does a company like IBM or Oracle or HP become a player?  How does 
Cisco rationalize its breadth of  disparate acquisitions?  We believe that one or more of  these systems vendors 
are going to have to make a bold move – taking on one of  the established new players in order to become 
relevant in this market.  This requires confidence that the acceleration we’ve seen in security spending will 
continue on for the next few years at least and remains a key topic of  discussion at the board level.  This is a 
bet we are comfortable making and would not be surprised to see one or more large deals like this come 
together in the coming months.  
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Thoughts on Key Public Vendors 
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Final Thoughts 

Our research has consistently pointed to two key positive trends in the security market – that budgets are 
projected to grow for the next several years and that the underlying complexity of  the hybrid cloud world we 
are entering will make securing applications, users and data far more challenging.  We believe that a wave of  
innovation to deal with these challenges is just beginning and that there will be significant pressure on 
established vendors to absorb new technologies in these areas in order to meet corporate requirements.  We 
are already seeing this happen outside of  the traditional security market as vendors such as Microsoft and 
Amazon acquire new cloud based services to better secure their respective platforms.  Additionally we are 
seeing nearly all the security vendors rapidly bring in emerging companies in order to speed time to market in 
these new categories. 

 

Company       Acquired Technology 

Palo Alto Networks Endpoint 
FireEye Remediation 
Checkpoint Endpoint 
Proofpoint Social, DLP 
Imperva Cloud Compliance 
F5 Fraud Prevention 
Microsoft Cloud Identity 
Sophos Email 
Cisco  DNS 
Juniper WAF 

 

We remain steadfast in our view that these trends, coupled with customer desire to deal with fewer vendors 
will only drive more consolidation in the coming years.  Additionally, as security continues to grow in strategic 
importance we believe that the systems vendors will likely be pressureed to acuqire an established company in 
order to sustain its relevance at the boardroom level.  We believe that the pace of  consolidation will likely 
surpass that of  the cloud applications sector due to the near term strategic value for all of  these companies to 
sell a complete vision and platform to buyers. 
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Glossary 

Network Security – solutions designed to protect all resources attached to the network from threats, both 
known and unknown.  Solutions include firewalls, IPS, APT and anti-virus. 

Identity and Policy Management – solutions that confirm the identity of  users both on and remotely accessing the 
network and enforce business policy based on organizational role. 

Endpoint and Mobile – solutions that identify a threat on any remote device, including computers, tablets and 
smart phones and proactively isolate the device from the network until the vulnerability is assessed and 
removed.  Traditionally, this role has been filled by legacy anti-virus technology but we are now seeing a new 
generation of  solutions that either focus on bad behavior and/or are deployed via the cloud. 

Vulnerability and Data Loss Prevention/Database – solutions that are designed to secure the underlying data, well 
beyond what can be done at the perimeter.  These solutions span both database and file security and can be 
used both to protect vital data and enforce compliance with governmental requirements such as HIPAA and 
PCI.  As more data moves to the cloud, this type of  security is rapidly becoming strategically more important 
since physical perimeters are no longer in play. 

Messaging and Social – The most commonly used transport for malware and other rogue code is email and there 
are market solutions that are targeted just at reviewing all email traffic to assess risk.  Additionally, there are 
several emerging new products that target similar risk associated with social networks along with monitoring 
accounts to check for hacks and hijacks.  Many of  these solutions are deployed via the cloud. 

Web Security - Web application firewalls analyze traffic that runs over HTTP and can apply rules to the traffic 
lessening the threat from external websites, both known and unknown.  Since a WAF runs outside the 
firewall, it is more likely that attacks can be identified and blocked before they reach the network. 

Threat Protection and Remediation – There is a specific class of  solutions that deal with advanced persistent 
threats, which are caused by a “bad actor” gaining network access, typically through high jacking credentials 
from an unsuspecting user.  This tactic can be used to steal proprietary information such as customer records 
or just to wreak havoc.  Once an attack is discovered, remediation tools and services are deployed to assess 
the damage and propose solutions. 

Security Analytics – By exploiting big data technologies in the cloud, new products and services are coming to 
market that are designed to predict if  a piece of  code is malware, based on comparing its design and 
behavioral characteristics with millions of  other samples that are stored in cloud databases.  We believe this 
type of  preventive approach to security will have a significant impact in coming years as the analysis becomes 
more reliable. 
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Select M&A Transactions – Transaction Value Disclosed 

# Date Acquiror Target
Transaction 
Value ($M)

TV/Revenue 
Multiple Target Business Description

1) 09/08/15 Microsoft Adallom $270.0 NA Adallom develops security solutions for sensitive and regulated data.

2) 09/04/15 BlackBerry Good Technology 661.4 3.0x Good Technology provides secure mobility solutions for enterprises and governments worldwide.

3) 07/02/15 Intersections White Sky 1.1 NA White Sky develops and markets Internet security solutions.

4) 06/30/15 Cisco Systems OpenDNS 635.0 NA OpenDNS operates as a security company that provides Internet security and domain name system services 
to secure the networks used by people to connect to the Internet worldwide.

5) 06/09/15 Sophos Reflexion Networks 15.0 NA Reflexion Networks provides hosted email security and compliance services.

6) 05/27/15 Palo Alto Networks ShieldArc 18.0 NA ShieldArc provides a cloud application security solution.

7) 04/07/15 Singapore 
Telecommunications 

TrustWave 810.0 3.8 TrustWave provides on-demand data security and payment card industry compliance management 
solutions to businesses and organizations worldwide.

8) 03/02/15 Proofpoint Emerging Threats Pro 40.0 NA Emerging Threats Pro designs and develops security software.

9) 02/24/15 Allot Communications Optenet 38.0 NA Optenet,  an IT security company, provides security solutions to service providers and large enterprises 
worldwide.

10) 12/10/14 Beijing VRV Software Beijing HuaTech 16.2 9.4 Beijing HuaTech develops industrializing information security technology in the security industry.

11) 12/09/14 Belden Tripwire 710.0 NA Tripwire provides information technology security and compliance management solutions for enterprises, 
government agencies, and service providers.

12) 11/13/14 Microsoft Aorato 200.0 NM Aorato develops a technology that provides protection to enterprise resources from advanced cyber 
attacks. 

13) 11/05/14 Raytheon Company Blackbird Technologies 420.0 NA Blackbird Technologies provides technology based solutions to defense, intelligence, and law enforcement 
communities, as well as the private sector in the United States. 

14) 10/23/14 Proofpoint Nexgate 35.0 NA Nexgate provides cloud-based social media security and compliance solutions.

15) 10/21/14 BAE Systems SilverSky 232.5 NA SilverSky provides Security-as-a-Service security solutions. 

16) 09/30/14 NSFOCUS Beijing Esafenet Science & 
Technology 

81.1 6.0 Beijing Esafenet Science & Technology provides network security products, and data loss prevention and 
specialized security services and solutions in China.

17) 09/03/14 AVG Technologies Location Labs 233.0 8.5 Location Labs operates a platform of personal security products for Android mobile devices.

18) 09/02/14 Veritas Capital BeyondTrust Software 310.0 NA BeyondTrust Software provides privileged account management and vulnerability management software 
solutions to reduce IT security risks and simplify compliance reporting.

19) 08/08/14 Gemalto SafeNet 890.0 NA SafeNet provides data protection and software monetization solutions for commercial enterprises and 
government agencies worldwide.

20) 07/22/14 Siris Capital Group Pulse Secure 250.0 NA Pulse Secure provides access and mobile security solutions to enterprises and service providers.

21) 05/20/14 Proofpoint NetCitadel 24.0 NA NetCitadel develops a security orchestration platform that transforms static security devices into a 
software-defined security infrastructure.

22) 04/30/14 NHN Entertainment PNP Secure 58.1 NA PNP Secure provides database security solutions.

23) 04/07/14 INSIDE Secure Metaforic Limited 16.1 NA Metaforic develops software obfuscation technologies and encryption-related security software for device 
manufacturers, enterprises, financial institutions and more.

24) 03/19/14 Palo Alto Networks Cyvera 200.0 NA Cyvera develops and provides cyber defense solutions that protect organizations from targeted cyber-
attacks and mass attacks.

25) 02/06/14 Imperva Skyfence Networks 65.0 NA Skyfence Networks develops security solutions that ensure the security and compliance of cloud 
applications and data.

26) 02/06/14 Imperva Incapsula 8.1 NA Incapsula provides cloud-based Website security and performance services for hosting companies, MSSPs, 
and various service providers.

27) 01/08/14 Citrix Systems Framehawk 24.5 NA Framehawk operates a mobile application platform that enables enterprises to develop and deploy mobile 
client applications for critical enterprise applications.

28) 01/02/14 FireEye Mandiant 843.7 8.1 Mandiant provides security products and incident response management solutions to the financial service 
sector, legal community, government agencies, and other domestic and international clients.

29) 11/21/13 E & M Computing Operations & Data 
Integrity 

1.7 NA Operations & Data Integrity provides data security solutions.

30) 10/01/13 Experian The 41st Parameter 324.0 15.0 The 41st Parameter provides online fraud prevention solutions.
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Select M&A Transactions – Transaction Value Disclosed (continued) 

# Date Acquiror Target
Transaction 
Value ($M)

TV/Revenue 
Multiple Target Business Description

31) 09/30/13 Intel Sensory Networks $20.0 NA Sensory Networks provides software pattern matching and content processing acceleration solutions.

32) 09/17/13 F5 Networks Versafe 91.7 NA Versafe develops security applications for identity theft and online fraud prevention applications.

33) 07/25/13 Proofpoint Abaca Technology 2.5 NA Abaca Technology develops and markets email protection and messaging security solutions for enterprise 
and government customers, as well as small to medium-sized businesses.

34) 07/23/13 Cisco Systems Sourcefire 2,394.8 8.9x Sourcefire provides intelligent cybersecurity technologies worldwide.

35) 07/23/13 Hansol Inticube HansolNexG 21.0 3.1 NexG Co provides security solutions primarily in South Korea. The company offers VForce unified threat 
management series products; network remote power control and monitoring devices.

36) 05/20/13 Vista Equity Partners Websense 1,054.8 2.7 Websense provides Web, email, and data security solutions to protect an organization’s data and users 
from cyber-threats, malware attacks, information leaks, legal liability, and productivity loss.

37) 05/06/13 McAfee Stonesoft 387.0 7.0 Stonesoft delivers software based information security solutions to secure information flow and enhance 
security management.

38) 04/29/13 Cassidian Arkoon Network Security 21.1 1.1 Arkoon Network Security provides information technology security solutions for protecting sensitive data 
and infrastructures to companies and public entities in France and internationally.

39) 04/22/13 CA Technologies Layer 7 Technologies 155.0 NA Layer 7 Technologies provides security and management products for API-driven integrations spanning the 
extended hybrid enterprise.

40) 03/18/13 Bessemer Venture 
Partners; IVP

GFI Software Florida 23.0 NA GFI Software Florida develops and provides IT solutions for small and medium-sized businesses.

41) 12/05/12 Citrix Systems Zenprise 327.1 NA Zenprise develops and markets enterprise mobile device and service management software. It enables 
companies to manage and secure mobile infrastructures.

42) 12/05/12 Emulex Endace 122.5 2.8 Endace engages in the research, design and development, manufacture, sales, and marketing of network 
measurement, monitoring, management, security, and surveillance solutions.

43) 11/15/12 Thales SYSGO 31.2 2.4 SYSGO is engaged in the design, development, and implementation of software solutions for the safety 
and security embedded applications.

44) 02/27/12 ManTech International HBGary 23.8 NA HBGary develops security software for enterprise incident response and advanced persistent threats (APT) 
malware analysis.

45) 02/23/12 Guthy-Renker CyberDefender 12.5 NA CyberDefender comprises remote technical support services, and Internet security software and utilities.

46) 02/22/12 Juniper Networks Mykonos Software 82.6 NA Mykonos Software provides Web application security solutions.

47) 12/21/11 Goldman Sachs Cyber-Ark Software 40.0 NA Cyber-Ark Software provides information technology security solutions that protect organizations from 
cyber attacks.

48) 12/01/11 AVG Exploit 
Prevention Labs; AVG

Bsecure Technologies 7.0 NA Bsecure Technologies provides Internet safety solutions.

49) 10/10/11 Pinnacle Cloud 
Solutions 

RMS Managed ICT Security 0.7 NA RMS Managed ICT Security provides security software solutions to the blue-chip, public, and corporate 
market sectors.

50) 09/29/11 Ultra Electronics 
Holdings

AEP Networks 75.0 NA AEP Networks designs, develops, and manufactures security and communications technologies for 
governments, enterprises, and carriers in the United Kingdom and internationally.

51) 09/22/11 Wave Systems Safend 13.4 2.2 Safend researches, develops, manufactures, and markets computer security products.

52) 07/21/11 Informatica ActiveBase 10.0 NA ActiveBase develops database security and performance solutions for data center applications.

53) 06/16/11 SDC Software SUPERAntiSpyware 8.5 3.4 SUPERAntiSpyware develops, markets, and licenses antispyware solutions to customers worldwide.

54) 05/12/11 Beijing Venustech LeadSec Technology 50.9 NA LeadSec Technology develops information security solutions.

55) 05/02/11 BlackBerry Ubitexx 27.0 NA Ubitexx develops and distributes management and security software for smartphones and mobile devices.

56) 02/14/11 Quest Software e-DMZ Security 15.0 NA e-DMZ Security provides network security and compliance solutions.

57) 01/14/11 Vmware NeoAccel 15.0 NA NeoAccel provides security solutions for cloud computing.

58) 12/06/10 Juniper Networks Altor Networks 95.0 NA Altor Networks develops and provides security solutions for production-oriented virtualized data centers 
and internal clouds.

59) 11/09/10 AVG Technologies DroidSecurity 9.4 NA DroidSecurity provides mobile security solutions to safeguard Android devices.

60) 10/11/10 HID Global ActivIdentity 161.3 1.5 ActivIdentity develops and provides authentication and credential management solutions for enterprises, 
government agencies, financial institutions, and service providers worldwide.
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Select M&A Transactions – Transaction Value Disclosed (continued) 

 

 

 

 

  

# Date Acquiror Target
Transaction 
Value ($M)

TV/Revenue 
Multiple Target Business Description

61) 09/13/10 HP ArcSight $1,649.4 7.7x ArcSight provides cybersecurity and compliance management solutions that protect corporations and 
government agencies from enterprise threats and risks worldwide.

62) 08/30/10 CA Technologies Arcot Systems 197.0 NA Arcot Systems offers authentication and digital signing solutions to protect and verify digital identity.

63) 08/19/10 Intel McAfee 7,696.1 3.5 McAfee provides security technology solutions for consumers and businesses.

64) 07/29/10 McAfee tenCube 10.6 NA tenCube Pte designs and develops mobile security software.

65) 07/27/10 Juniper Networks SMobile Systems 69.5 NA SMobile Systems develops and delivers mobile security software solutions for smartphones and other 
mobile devices in the United States and internationally.

66) 07/27/10 Commtouch Command Software 
Systems

8.0 NA Command Software Systems develops and markets anti-virus and security software for the corporate, small 
business, and home users under the brand Command Antivirus.

67) 05/31/10 Unit4 Teta 55.9 1.7 Teta provides business software solutions in Poland.

68) 05/25/10 McAfee TD Securities 32.5 NA TD Securities provides enterprise smartphone security and management software for government 
organizations and various companies.

69) 05/03/10 Apax Partners Sophos 666.0 2.9 Sophos provides information technology security and data protection solutions for business, education, 
health, financial, and government organizations.

70) 04/29/10 Symantec PGP 306.0 4.1 PGP provides email and data encryption software solutions for enterprises, businesses, and governments. 

71) 03/03/10 TrustWave Holdings Intellitactics 7.1 0.5 Intellitactics develops and markets enterprise security management software solutions to corporate and 
institutional clients.

75th Percentile $233.0 7.3x
Mean 326.0                   4.8
Median 50.9                     3.4
25th Percentile 16.1                     2.6
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# Date Acquiror Target Target Business Description
1) 08/27/15 Bit9 VisiTrend VisiTrend operates an online platform that supports for big data and cyber security.

2) 08/27/15 The Carlyle Group Novetta Solutions Novetta Solutions provides advanced analytics software and solutions to detect threat and fraud, and 
protect high value networks for government and commercial enterprises worldwide.

3) 08/04/15 CA Xceedium Xceedium, a network security software company, provides privileged identity management solutions for 
hybrid cloud enterprises.

4) 07/08/15 AVAST Software Remotium Remotium develops mobile applications security software.

5) 07/01/15 Dai Nippon Printing DNP HyperTech DNP HyperTech develops and provides security software products and services.

6) 06/19/15 ASC Services ISMS Solutions ISMS Solutions provides software solution to comply with data security for securing data systems.

7) 06/11/15 Alibaba Nanjing Vulnhunt Nanjing Vulnhunt develops Internet security solutions.

8) 05/28/15 Synopsys Quotium Technologies SA, 
Application Security Solutions

 Application Security Solutions of Quotium Technologies SA comprises application security solutions.

9) 05/08/15 Digital Guardian Savant Protection Savant Protection develops and markets security software solutions.

10) 05/06/15 ROHDE & SCHWARZ Sirrix Sirrix develops and consults enterprise security products and solutions for communication systems and IT 
infrastructure worldwide.

11) 05/04/15 Rapid7 NT OBJECTives NT OBJECTives provides SaaS based automated Web application security software and services.

12) 04/20/15 Synopsys Codenomicon Codenomicon develops threat awareness and proactive security testing solutions.

13) 04/16/15 Baidu Xingyun Rongchuang (Beijing) Xingyun Rongchuang (Beijing) provides cloud-based software program that helps protect websites from 
security violations like malware and denial of service attacks.

14) 04/14/15 Marlin Equity Partners General Dynamics Fidelis 
Cybersecurity Solutions

General Dynamics Fidelis Cybersecurity Solutions provides network visibility, analysis, and control products 
and services to combat sophisticated advanced threats.

15) 04/14/15 EMC Corporation CloudLink Technologies CloudLink Technologies Inc. provides networking, virtualization, and cloud security solutions for 
enterprises and governments, and service providers worldwide.

16) 04/08/15 Optio Labs Oculis Labs Oculis Labs provides a security software that protects computer screens from prying eyes.

17) 04/07/15 Nuspire Networks Security Confidence Security Confidence provides business security solutions for enterprises worldwide.

18) 04/02/15 Check Point Software Lacoon Security Lacoon Security provides mobile cyber security solutions.

19) 04/01/15 ESI Group SA Picviz Labs Picviz Labs provides data mining and cyber-security technology solutions.

20) 04/01/15 salesforce.com Toopher Inc. Toopher provides a location-based multifactor authentication solution that prevents online fraud and 
identity theft.

21) 03/31/15 CipherCloud Anicut Systems Anicut Systems provides cloud based adaptive security software solutions.

22) 03/12/15 OpenDNS BGPmon Network Solutions BGPmon Network Solutions offers network monitoring and routing security services.

23) 03/10/15 PayPal CyActive CyActive operates as a predictive cyber security company that places its clients ahead of potential cyber 
threats by predicting and preventing future attacks.

24) 02/20/15 Box Airpost Airpost provides cloud security solutions for financial services, government, and healthcare industries 
worldwide.

25) 02/18/15 Check Point Software Hyperwise Security Hyperwise Security develops and markets an APT protection product, which is based on chip level 
sandboxing technology that can detect cyber attacks.

26) 02/12/15 Heat Software Lumension Security Lumension Security develops, integrates, and delivers security software solutions that help businesses 
protect their vital information and manage risk across network and endpoint assets.

27) 02/09/15 HP Voltage Securit Voltage Security provides data protection, data-centric encryption, tokenization, and key management 
solutions for combating security threats.

28) 02/03/15 The Herjavec Group Sysec Sysec provides information, identity, and infrastructure security services to public and private sector 
companies in the United Kingdom and internationally.

29) 01/19/15 WeCloud Simitu Simitu offers and develops IT security solutions including anti-spam and antivirus.

30) 11/05/14 Matrix42 Silverback MDM Silverback MDM designs and develops device management and security software for smart phone and 
tablet devices.
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# Date Acquiror Target Target Business Description
31) 10/31/14 Garnero Group WISeKey WISeKey provides security and digital identification technologies for personal data protection, and 

identification and authentication of people and objects.
32) 10/28/14 Cigital iViZ Techno Solutions iViZ Techno Solutions, an information security company, provides cloud-based application penetration 

testing solutions for protecting networks and applications from critical threats. 
33) 10/20/14 PCCW Global Crypteia Networks Crypteia Networks provides managed security services. It offers security as-a-service solutions that assist 

organizations to secure their infrastructures, data, and services from threats.
34) 10/07/14 Hitachi Systems SecureBrain SecureBrain develops and delivers security solutions against cybercrime in Japan.

35) 10/07/14 Sophos Mojave Networks Mojave Networks develops and delivers cloud-based network-level mobile security solution to customers 
in the United States and internationally.

36) 08/26/14 UST Global Trulioo Trulioo provides online identity verification services for Websites and mobile applications worldwide.

37) 08/11/14 IBM Lighthouse Security Group Lighthouse Security Group provides identity and access management (IAM) solutions.

38) 08/07/14 Facebook PrivateCore PrivateCore develops a computing platform that allows individuals or organizations to safely use cloud 
computing resources without ceding control of their data.

39) 08/06/14 FuseMail MXSweep MXSweep provides software-as-a-service based Internet security and compliance services to corporate and 
public sector customers globally.

40) 07/15/14 RSA Security Symplified Symplified provides cloud identity solutions that help service-oriented IT organizations to simplify user 
access, regain visibility and control over application usage, and meet security requirements.

41) 06/11/14 Insight Venture Partners FireMon FireMon develops security management, firewall management, risk analysis, and disaster recovery 
software solutions for enterprises worldwide.

42) 06/03/14 Cloudera Gazzang Gazzang provides cloud-enabling, platform-as-a-service products that protect and encrypt data.

43) 05/28/14 Symantec NitroDesk NitroDesk provides TouchDown, an ActiveSync email solution for securing corporate email on mobile 
devices.

44) 05/21/14 LANDesk LetMobile LetMobile provides solutions for securing corporate collaboration on personal mobile devices.

45) 05/15/14 Clearlake Capital Lumension Security Lumension Security develops, integrates, and delivers security software solutions that help businesses 
protect their vital information and manage risk across network and endpoint assets.

46) 05/09/14 General Electric Wurldtech Security Technologies Wurldtech Security Technologies provides cyber security testing and remediation solutions to critical 
infrastructure suppliers, system integrators, and end-users worldwide.

47) 04/18/14 Parsons Secure Mission Solutions Secure Mission Solutions provides software solutions for physical and cyber security.

48) 04/08/14 Masergy Communications Global DataGuard Global DataGuard provides Unified Enterprise Security (UES) and Unified Enterprise Cloud Security (UECS) 
solutions to prevent data leakage for LME, SME, and SMB customers.

49) 04/03/14 j2 Global Critical Software Critical Software provides cloud-based services for email security, Web security, and secure email archiving 
applications.

50) 04/01/14 LexisNexis Risk Solutions Tracesmart Tracesmart provides identity verification and fraud prevention solutions.

51) 03/18/14 TrustWave Holdings Cenzic Cenzic provides application security to assess cloud, mobile, and Web vulnerabilities.

52) 03/13/14 ROHDE & SCHWARZ Adyton Systems Adyton Systems is an information security defense company.

53) 03/12/14 Lockheed Martin Industrial Defender Industrial Defender develops cybersecurity, compliance, and change management solutions for the control 
systems in electric utility, chemical processing, transportation, water, and other industries.

54) 03/10/14 IDMWORKS Identity Forge Identity Forge provides identity and access management software solutions for mainframe, midrange, and 
legacy systems.

55) 02/13/14 Bit9 Carbon Black Carbon Black develops and offers cyber security software.

56) 01/15/14 CipherCloud CloudUp Networks CloudUp Networks designs and develops Web-based security application for mobile phones.

57) 12/17/13 DataCard Entrust Entrust provides identity-based security solutions for enterprises, governments, financial institutions, 
citizens, and Websites in the United States and internationally.

58) 11/27/13 Openwave Messaging Critical Path Critical Path provides messaging, security and anti-abuse, cloud, identity, collaboration, appliance suite, 
and unified communications solutions for enterprises and service providers worldwide.

59) 11/19/13 Redhawk Network Security Redhawk Network Engineering Redhawk Network Engineering offers cyber security and network solutions.

60) 11/13/13 IBM Fiberlink Communications Fiberlink Communications provides cloud-based enterprise mobility management and security solutions.
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61) 11/11/13 TrustWave Application Security Application Security develops and provides data security, risk, and compliance solutions for organization 

worldwide.
62) 10/15/13 BIP Investment Partners Utimaco Safeware Utimaco Safeware provides hardware security modules; and lawful interception and monitoring solutions.

63) 09/27/13 Phoenix Technologies iolo technologies iolo technologies develops and provides software that repairs, optimizes, and protects Windows 
computers.

64) 09/18/13 TA Associates Arxan Technologies Arxan Technologies develops security software solutions that protect critical military assets against 
espionage and tampering.

65) 09/03/13 Arbor Networks Packetloop Packetloop provides web based security analytics services.

66) 07/18/13 Facebook Monoidics Monoidics provides automatic formal verification and analysis software solutions.

67) 07/08/13 RSA Security Aveksa Aveksa provides enterprise access governance automation solutions.

68) 07/08/13 Equifax TrustedID TrustedID provides identity protection, credit monitoring, and privacy and reputation management 
products for individuals, families, and businesses.

69) 06/19/13 Huatai Securities Bluedon Information Security 
Technologies 

Bluedon Information Security Technologies provides network security solutions in China.

70) 06/17/13 Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Solutionary Solutionary a managed security services provider, provides managed security and security consulting 
services to mid-sized organizations, government entities, and large enterprises globally.

71) 06/06/13 Concat Synergy Systems Synergy Systems provides managed IT security services and computing center services.

72) 05/21/13 Blue Coat Systems Solera Networks Solera Networks operates as a network forensics and security analytics platform provider.

73) 05/20/13 Oodrive Group CommonIT CommonIT designs and develops software solutions for enterprise Web browsers security and mobility.

74) 04/04/13 Gemalto Data Security Systems Solutions Data Security Systems Solutions provides Internet-based business security solutions for companies and 
financial institutions in the Asia Pacific.

75) 03/11/13 Tripwire nCircle Network Security nCircle Network Security provides information risk and security performance management/automated 
security and compliance auditing solutions to businesses and government agencies worldwide.

76) 01/29/13 Cisco Systems Cognitive Security Cognitive Security provides network security solutions for enterprise and small to medium-size business 
markets.

77) 01/09/13 Behrman Capital Tresys Technology Tresys Technology provides cyber defense technology and engineering services to defense and critical 
infrastructure organizations in the United States and internationally.

78) 12/18/12 Dell CREDANT Technologies CREDANT Technologies develops data protection solutions to government, education, healthcare, financial, 
and legal enterprises worldwide. 

79) 12/16/12 Blue Coat Systems Crossbeam Systems Crossbeam Systems offers network security solutions.

80) 11/09/12 Thoma Bravo Crossbeam Systems Crossbeam Systems offers network security solutions.

81) 10/30/12 EMC Silver Tail Systems Silver Tail Systems was acquired by RSA Security LLC. Silver Tail Systems, Inc. develops and provides 
predictive analytics for detection and prevention of fraud and abuse for Websites worldwide.

82) 10/02/12 Cassidian NETASQ NETASQ designs and builds unified threat management solutions.

83) 09/19/12 RSA Security Silicium Security Silicium Security provides enterprise security solutions to government, corporations, and public 
institutions.

84) 08/20/12 General Dynamics Fidelis Security Systems Fidelis Security Systems provides network visibility, analysis, and control products and services to combat 
sophisticated advanced threats.

85) 07/13/12 Cisco Systems Virtuata Virtuata designs and develops security software for virtual machines.

86) 07/09/12 Total Defense Internet Sheriff Technology Internet Sheriff Technology provides enterprise content security solutions.

87) 06/26/12 Industrial Defender Fandotech Fandotech provides cloud technology solutions, hosting, colocation, and managed network services.

88) 06/21/12 Shell Oil Cybera Cybera comprises security based services that protects networks from hackers, data leakages, theft, 
disruptions, and potential brand damage.

89) 06/14/12 Vigilant Applications Overtis Group Overtis Group provides enterprise information protection and assurance solutions in the United Kingdom.

90) 05/09/12 BeyondTrust Software eEye Digital Security eEye Digital Security provides IT security, and unified vulnerability and compliance management solutions, 
and enterprise software, appliances, and services to help organizations protect assets.
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91) 04/12/12 Armada Data Solutions Check Point Software 

Technologies, Firewall BU 
Firewall consulting and implementation services of Check Point Software Technologies comprise 
enterprise network security and firewall deployment software. 

92) 03/06/12 TrustWave Holdings M86 Security M86 Security provides Internet and Email security solutions.

93) 02/12/12 McAfee Insightix Insightix provides security intelligence and control solutions in Israel.

94) 01/24/12 Twitter Dasient Dasient operates as an Internet security company that protects businesses from Web-based malware 
attacks.

95) 01/09/12 ThreatMetrix Symbiotic Technologies Symbiotic Technologies provides software solutions that offer real-time risk-based online transaction 
security for customers worldwide.

96) 12/29/11 Belhara Security Systems Vadium Technology Vadium Technology provides digital security and privacy solutions.

97) 12/19/11 Quest Software BiTKOO BiTKOO develops and provides extensible access control markup language and fine-grained authorization 
software solutions for companies.

98) 12/12/11 Allen Systems Atempo Atempo provides software for a range of data protection, recovery management, and archiving needs.

99) 10/27/11 Pole Star Space Applications Absolute Software Absolute Software provides firmware-embedded endpoint security and management for computers and 
ultra-portable devices.

100) 10/04/11 IBM Q1 Labs Q1 Labs provides security intelligence products. 

101) 10/04/11 McAfee NitroSecurity NitroSecurity develops network intrusion prevention systems. 

102) 09/03/11 General Dynamics C4 Systems Innovative Security Systems Innovative Security Systems develops, markets, and supports information assurance and information 
security software products for government and commercial customers.

103) 08/26/11 Vmware PacketMotion PacketMotion develops security investigations, alerting, and reporting solutions for enterprises to see user 
activity inside their networks.

104) 07/28/11 BeyondTrust Software GentleSecurity Software GentleSecurity Software provides data leak prevention software.

105) 07/18/11 Rolta India ACLS Systems ACLS Systems designs and develops security software solutions for computers and mobile phones.

106) 05/11/11 Thoma Bravo Tripwire Tripwire provides information technology security and compliance management solutions for enterprises, 
government agencies, and service providers.

107) 04/06/11 Verint Systems Rontal Applications Rontal Applications develops and delivers physical security information management solutions to 
government, civilian, and business environments.

108) 04/04/11 RSA Security NetWitness NetWitness provides enterprise security solutions for incident response, data leakage, and continuous 
monitoring applications.

109) 03/31/11 Liaison Technologies nuBridges nuBridges develops and provides software and managed services to protect sensitive data and to transfer 
data with end-to-end security, control, and visibility.

110) 03/23/11 McAfee Sentrigo Sentrigo develops database security software.

111) 02/17/11 ABB Technology Ventures Industrial Defender Industrial Defender develops cybersecurity, compliance, and change management solutions for the control 
systems in electric utility, chemical processing, transportation, water, and other industries. 

112) 01/29/11 nCircle Network Security ClearPoint Metrics ClearPoint Metrics offers security metrics software platform.

113) 01/12/11 SAP Secude Secude provides information technology data protection solutions specializing in SAP security.

114) 11/29/10 Trend Micro Mobile Armor Mobile Armor develops data security solutions for commercial and government organizations.

115) 11/04/10 Raytheon Trusted Computer Solutions Trusted Computer Solutions develops cross domain and cyber security solutions that enable government 
and civilian agencies to share and access information securely across multiple networks.

116) 10/05/10 Qualys Nemean Networks Nemean Networks operates as a developer of malware detection and computer security software.

117) 08/24/10 Technology Nexus PortWise PortWise provides security software for identity and access management.

118) 08/17/10 HP Fortify Software Fortify Software develops and delivers software security assurance products and services that protect 
companies from the threats posed by security flaws in business-critical software applications.

119) 07/01/10 IBM BigFix BigFix provides a unified management platform that automates and streamlines systems and security 
management for endpoints and servers.

120) 05/03/10 Citrix Systems Applied Identity Applied Identity offers identity aware network security solutions.
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1) 09/03/15 Talis Capital Limited Censornet $3.1 Censornet provides cloud security solutions for organizations in the United Kingdom.

2) 09/02/15 IVP; TPG Capital, L.P.; 
Andreessen Horowitz

Tanium 120.0 Tanium provides security and systems management solutions to allow real-time data collection to 
enterprises and Fortune 500 customers.

3) 08/27/15 StartupXseed Ventures Kaalbi Technologies NA Kaalbi Technologies provides a cloud based solution that protects online businesses from bots and Web 
scraping.

4) 08/25/15 Accel Partners Simility 3.5 Simility provides a fraud detection platform.

5) 08/20/15 Accomplice AppInside 2.3 AppInside develops a platform for safeguarding mobile applications.

6) 08/18/15 Credo Ventures; 
TechStarsLondon; StartupYard

Seal Teaks 0.4 Seal Teaks develops software, hardware, and SaaS products to provide security solutions for enterprise and 
industrial mobile applications.

7) 08/12/15 Institutional Venture Partners; 
KPCB; Trident Capital

AlienVault 52.0 AlienVault provides unified security management and crowd-sourced threat intelligence solutions for threat 
detection and compliance management.

8) 08/05/15 Bessemer Venture Partners Bastille Networks 9.0 Bastille Networks develops software and sensor technologies to detect and mitigate threats affecting the 
Internet of Things (IoT).

9) 08/03/15 EMC; Lightspeed Venture 
Partners; TPG Growth

Zscaler 100.0 Zscaler operates a cloud-based Internet security platform.

10) 07/22/15 Summit Partners Darktrace 22.5 Darktrace, a cyber security company, offers intelligence-led behavioral cyber defense solutions for cyber-
attack vectors.

11) 07/21/15 Vertex Venture Capital; Magma 
Venture

WireX Cube Systems 9.3 WireX Cube Systems provides cyber intelligence solutions.

12) 07/16/15 BRM Group; thetime; Curious 
Minds; Maxfield Capital 

LogDog Information 
Security

3.5 LogDog Information Security develops mobile application that provides around-the-clock detection for 
suspicious activity and unauthorized access to online accounts.

13) 07/10/15 BRM Group; Intel Capital; Opus 
Capital; Liberty Israel Venture 

CyberSense 9.0 CyberSense provides cloud-based and on-premises cyber-security solutions.

14) 07/09/15 Singulariteam OCTOPUS 2.5 OCTOPUS provides a cloud-enabled security management system and a mobile application.

15) 07/01/15 Insight Venture Partners Thycotic Software NA Thycotic Software, a security software company, provides secure enterprise password management 
solutions.

16) 06/30/15 Foundation Capital; Silver Lake; 
Pelion Venture Partners

Venafi 39.0 Venafi, a cyber security company, provides enterprise key and certificate management security solutions.

17) 06/28/15 Felicis Ventures; Y Combinator; 
Seedcamp

Cymmetria 1.5 Cymmetria develops a technology to detect cyber attacks.

18) 06/27/15 Y Combinator Cymmetria 0.1 Cymmetria develops a technology to detect cyber attacks.

19) 06/25/15 Commonwealth Capital 
Ventures; Globespan Capital

BitSight Technologies 23.0 BitSight Technologies offers data analytics and security software.

20) 06/25/15 Insight Venture Partners CheckMarx.com 84.0 CheckMarx.com develops software solutions that are used to identify security vulnerabilities in Web and 
mobile applications.

21) 06/24/15 Benchmark Capital; New 
Enterprise Associates

HackerOne 25.0 HackerOne provides a solution for security vulnerability disclosure.

22) 06/23/15 New Enterprise Associates; 
Sigma Prime Ventures

Barkly Protects 12.5 Barkly Protects provides endpoint security solutions for IT professionals.

23) 06/18/15 Allegis Capital; Lucas Venture 
Group; QED Investors

Signifyd 7.2 Signifyd, an e-commerce fraud prevention company, helps online businesses to control fraud and abuse.

24) 06/18/15 Kayne Anderson Capital 
Advisors, L.P.; Medina Capital

Cryptzone Group AB 15.0 Cryptzone Group AB develops and sells various technical solutions to mitigate IT security risk in Sweden and 
internationally.

25) 06/09/15 Team8 Illusive Networks 5.0 Illusive Networks develops and provides network security solutions to organizations.

26) 06/08/15 Sutter Hill Ventures; Osage 
Partners; General Catalyst 

Menlo Security 25.0 Menlo Security, a stealth cyber security company, develops a security solution that eliminates the threat of 
advanced malware.

27) 05/28/15 Foundation Capital; Matrix 
Partners; Trinity Ventures

Cyphort 30.3 Cyphort develops software and appliance based solutions to protect enterprises and governments against 
cybercrime attacks with payloads.

28) 05/27/15 Carmel Ventures; Nyca 
Partners

EverCompliant 3.5 EverCompliant provides cloud-based cyber risk intelligence and merchant fraud detection solutions.

29) 05/19/15 Goldman Sachs Group, 
Merchant Banking Division

CounterTack 14.9 CounterTack provides real-time endpoint threat detection and response solutions to enterprises and 
government organizations.

30) 05/15/15 Accel Partners; Draper Fisher 
Jurvetson; Sequoia Capital

Sumo Logic 80.6 Sumo Logic, a machine data intelligence company, provides cloud-based log management and analytics 
services.
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31) 05/13/15 AVAST Software Jumpshot $22.0 Jumpshot develops computer management and security software.

32) 05/08/15 Exfinity Venture Partners Uniken 1.9 Uniken provides REL-ID, a digital security platform that creates an on demand private digital network to 
enable application provisioning and delivery, and ensure access only to authentic users and devices.

33) 05/06/15 CRV; Lockheed Martin 
Corporation; Spark Capital

Cybereason 25.0 Cybereason operates an automated platform to detect, visualize, and terminate cyber attacks.

34) 04/17/15 Greycroft Partners; Cisco 
Investments

Flashpoint Global Partners 5.0 Flashpoint Global Partners provides software and data services to enhance cyber and physical security of 
companies, governments, and consumers.

35) 04/16/15 Atlas Venture; In-Q-Tel;  Reed 
Elsevier Ventures; Google

Recorded Future 12.0 Recorded Future provides real-time threat intelligence to information security analysts to defend their 
organization from cyber attacks.

36) 04/15/15 Sutter Hill Ventures; Index 
Ventures; Intel Capital

Skyport Systems 30.0 Skyport Systems develops enterprise security and hyper-secured infrastructure solutions for critical IT and 
corporate assets.

37) 04/14/15 Benchmark Capital; Redpoint 
Ventures;  Google Ventures

Duo Security 30.0 Duo Security provides two-factor authentication as a service to prevent account takeover and data theft.

38) 04/14/15 SixThirty Bandura 0.1 Bandura develops and manufactures cyber security software solutions and products/devices.

39) 04/08/15 August Capital; Norwest 
Venture Partners

Palerra 17.0 Palerra provides security coverage for cloud platforms in North America and internationally.

40) 04/08/15 New Enterprise Associates; 
Venrock; Index Ventures

Niara 20.0 Niara develops and offers cyber and enterprise security software.

41) 04/08/15 Pelion Venture Partners; 
Akamai Technologies;  Third 

Rubicon Labs 11.7 Rubicon Labs is a cybersecurity company that develops secure communication technologies for cloud-based 
data centers and the emerging Internet of Things (IoT) market.

42) 04/07/15 Menlo Ventures; Andreessen 
Horowitz LLC; Cervin Ventures

Soha Systems 9.8 Soha Systems provides cloud-based enterprise-grade application security services to developers, IT/security 
teams, and CIOs.

43) 04/01/15 Cisco Systems; Intel; Trident 
Capital; EPIC Ventures

HyTrust, Inc. 33.0 HyTrust, Inc., a cloud security automation company, provides administrative control, visibility, auditing, and 
data security for private, hybrid, and public clouds.

44) 03/26/15 Brook Venture Partners Security Innovation 4.0 Security Innovation provides security solutions for enterprise applications risk profiles.

45) 03/26/15 Kyrus Tech Red Canary 2.5 Red Canary provides endpoint security and cyber threat detection solutions in the United States and 
internationally.

46) 03/24/15 Andreessen Horowitz Tanium 64.0 Tanium provides security and systems management solutions to allow real-time data collection to 
enterprises and Fortune 500 customers.

47) 03/24/15 NB Alternatives; Alsop Louie 
Partners; NB Private Equity

Lookingglass Cyber 
Solutions

20.0 Lookingglass Cyber Solutions develops cyber threat intelligence monitoring and management platforms.

48) 03/18/15 Anthem Venture Partners; 
Informatica; Telesystem

Interset 7.8 Interset is an enterprise threat detection company which provides behavioral-centric security solutions.

49) 03/17/15 Talis Capital; Invoke Capital; 
Hoxton Ventures

Darktrace 18.0 Darktrace, a cyber security company, offers intelligence-led behavioral cyber defense solutions for cyber-
attack vectors.

50) 03/09/15 Bain Capital Ventures InAuth 23.5 InAuth provides data driven authentication and fraud detection solutions.

51) 03/06/15 U.S. Venture Partners Prevoty 8.1 Prevoty, a cloud-based security company, provides Web application security.

52) 03/05/15 Mayfield; Pelion Venture 
Partners; Third Point Ventures

Elastica 30.0 Elastica provides cloud security solutions for businesses and their employees.

53) 02/26/15 SingTel Innov8; Bluechilli; 
Mirin Capital

TokenOne NA TokenOne operates as a cyber security software company.

54) 02/20/15 Vernon & Park Capital Centripetal Networks NA Centripetal Networks Inc. designs new algorithms, and hardware and software processes and systems for 
cyber-security.

55) 02/18/15 Sequoia Capital; BOLDstart 
Ventures; Evolution Equity

SecurityScorecard 13.7 SecurityScorecard provides precise global threat intelligence and risk awareness services to businesses.

56) 02/18/15 Sierra Ventures; Samsung; 
Lazarus; Telstra Ventures 

Zimperium 12.0 Zimperium, a mobile cyber security company, develops Mobile Intrusion Prevention System.

57) 01/28/15 Index Ventures; EMC; Sequoia 
Capital Israel

Adallom 30.0 Adallom develops security solutions for sensitive and regulated data.

58) 12/31/14 Bessemer Venture Partners iSight Security 35.0 iSight Security provides cyber threat intelligence solutions to public sector and commercial entities in the 
United States and internationally.

59) 12/17/14 Technology Crossover 
Ventures; Bain Capital 

Rapid7 30.0 Rapid7 provides security data and analytic software solutions and services to collect, contextualize, and 
analyze the security data to reduce threat exposure and detect compromise in real-time for companies.

60) 12/09/14 Grotech Ventures; Khosla 
Ventures; Citi Ventures

DB Networks 17.0 DB Networks provides behavioral analysis solutions for intrusion detection and database security.
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61) 12/08/14 Northzone Ventures; Octopus 

Investments
Behaviometrics $6.2 Behaviometrics provides information security solutions for IT organizations.

62) 12/08/14 Auriga Partners; VI Partners; 
Mannai

NEXThink 14.5 NEXThink develops and markets solutions to measure risk and manage information security programs.

63) 12/08/14 Vintage Investment Partners; 
Marker

Tufin 8.0 Tufin provides security policy management solutions.

64) 12/03/14 Buckhead Investments; Mosley 
Ventures

NexDefense 2.4 NexDefense develops and offers cyber security software for automation and control systems.

65) 11/11/14 New Enterprise Associates; 
Sequoia Capital

Forter 15.0 Forter provides online retailers with plug-and-play real-time technology that enables e-commerce fraud 
prevention services.

66) 08/13/14 Accel Partners; Goldman Sachs 
Group; Index Ventures

Lookout 150.0 Lookout provides cloud-connected applications that offer solutions to protect mobile phones from viruses, 
malware, spyware, fraud, hackers, and identity theft.

67) 07/25/14 Accel Partners; Intel Capital; 
Khosla Ventures

Vectra Networks 25.1 Vectra Networksdevelops an X-series platform that instantly identifies cyber attacks in organizations.

68) 07/08/14 Level Equity Management Wombat Security 6.7 Wombat Security Technologies provides interactive software-based cyber security and compliance 
assessment, training, and filtering solutions for employees.

69) 06/11/14 Grotech Ventures; Paladin 
Capital Group

White Ops 13.1 White Ops provides online fraud detection solutions.

70) 06/02/14 Blumberg Capital; Intel Capital; 
Swarth Investments

Fortscale Security 10.0 Fortscale Security is a cyber security company.

71) 05/29/14 Brooke Private Equity 
Associates; Stifel Nicolaus

Observable Networks 2.5 Observable Networks provides network security technology and threat detection services that identify 
compromised and misused networked devices.

72) 05/27/14 CrossLink Capital; Trinity 
Ventures; Paladin Capital 

ProtectWise 14.1 ProtectWise offers cloud-based network security services.

73) 05/20/14 Battery Ventures; Summit 
Partners 

RiskIQ 25.0 RiskIQ provides a software-as-a-service product that eliminates online and mobile threats.

74) 05/15/14 Glynn Capital Management; 
Mohr Davidow Ventures

OpenDNS 35.0 OpenDNS operates as a security company that provides Internet security and domain name system services 
to secure the networks used by people to connect to the Internet worldwide.

75) 05/15/14 Spectrum Equity Investors Verafin 55.1 Verafin provides enterprise fraud detection and anti-money laundering solutions for financial institutions in 
North America.

76) 05/14/14 Union Square Ventures; Spark 
Capital Partners

Sift Science 18.0 Sift Science an online platform that helps clients to fight fraud with large-scale machine learning.

77) 04/29/14 TechOperators; EMC Ventures; 
Aligned Partners

Vorstack 5.2 Vorstack provides shared threat intelligence and collaboration solutions.

78) 04/21/14 KPCB; Allegis Capital; First 
Round Capital; Cowboy

Area 1 Security 2.5 Area 1 Security develops threat intelligence solution for eliminating targeted socially engineered cyber 
attacks.

79) 04/14/14 New Enterprise Associates; 
Core Capital Partners

ZeroFOX 10.3 ZeroFOX provides real-time social threat analytics, intelligence, and advanced security protection via its 
cloud-based cyber platform.

80) 04/03/14 Ballast Point Ventures PowerDMS 5.3 PowerDMS offers cloud-based compliance and document management software solutions for organizations 
to reduce risk and manage their critical content.

81) 03/27/14 Khosla Ventures; IA Ventures; 
AME Cloud Ventures

Vectra Networks 17.8 Vectra Networks develops an X-series platform that instantly identifies cyber attacks in organizations.

82) 03/25/14 Sequoia Capital Forter 3.0 Forter provides online retailers with plug-and-play real-time technology that enables e-commerce fraud 
prevention services.

83) 03/11/14 August Capital; Adams Street 
Partners; U.S. Venture Partners

ThreatMetrix 20.0 ThreatMetrix provides context-based business security and fraud prevention solutions for online businesses 
in various industries worldwide.

84) 03/11/14 Blumberg Capital; BDC Venture 
Capital; Tenfore Holdings

Trulioo 6.0 Trulioo provides online identity verification services for Websites and mobile applications worldwide.

85) 02/28/14 Linkvision Inspire 6.3 Inspire offers IT security products and services in Japan.

86) 02/20/14 Paladin Capital Group; Google 
Ventures

Threatstream 4.0 Threatstream develops and delivers threat intelligence platform.

87) 02/03/14 Cygnus Asset Management 
SGIIC; Telefónica Ventures

Blueliv Leap In Value 3.4 Blueliv Leap In Value develops a cloud-based solution that protects organizations from credit card fraud, data 
theft, and malware and cyber threats.

88) 02/03/14 Upwest Labs Javelin Networks NA Javelin Networks develops cyber security platforms based on Software Defined Networking.

89) 01/15/14 Matrix Partners; North Bridge 
Venture Partners

Confer Technologies 8.0 Confer Technologies operates an open cyber threat prevention network that protects servers, laptops, and 
mobile devices from advanced cyber attacks.

90) 11/25/13 Oak Investment Partners Norse 10.0 Norse provides Internet security intelligence solutions to eCommerce and enterprise clients.
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91) 11/18/13 Bessemer Venture Partners; 

Sequoia Capital
Mojave Networks $5.0 Mojave Networks develops and delivers cloud-based network-level mobile security solution to customers in 

the United States and internationally.
92) 11/08/13 Wild Basin Investments Quarri Technologies 2.3 Quarri Technologies provides on demand Web information security solutions for customers throughout 

North America and Europe.
93) 11/05/13 Bessemer Venture Partners Digital Footprints 8.0 Digital Footprints International doing business as Internet Identity, provides security solutions for detecting, 

diagnosing, and mitigating Internet threats.
94) 10/09/13 Accel Partners; Index Ventures; 

QUALCOMM Ventures
Lookout 55.0 Lookout provides cloud-connected applications that offer solutions to protect mobile phones from viruses, 

malware, spyware, fraud, hackers, and identity theft.
95) 09/10/13 SAP Virtustream 40.0 Virtustream provides enterprise-class cloud software and services worldwide.

96) 07/16/13 Toshiba America Electronic 
Components

CyberFlow Analytics 2.6 CyberFlow Analytics provides SaaS-based cyber security solutions to protect the intellectual property (IP) of 
enterprises from corporate espionage and advanced persistent threats.

97) 06/19/13 Core Capital Partners; Genacast 
Ventures

ZeroFOX 2.2 ZeroFOX provides real-time social threat analytics, intelligence, and advanced security protection via its 
cloud-based cyber platform.

98) 04/21/13 Magma Venture Partners WireX Cube Systems 2.0 WireX Cube Systems provides cyber intelligence solutions.

99) 03/13/13 Proseed Venture Capital Fund; 
Vertex Venture Capital

VibeSec 4.0 VibeSec provides solutions for enterprise unified communications security and fraud prevention.

100) 02/28/13 Rogue Venture Partners Identity Theft Guard 
Solutions

2.1 Identity Theft Guard Solutions provides data security software and services.

101) 02/22/13 Sequoia Capital; Sutter Hill 
Ventures; Greylock Partners

OpenDNS 9.3 OpenDNS operates as a security company that provides Internet security and domain name system services 
to secure the networks used by people to connect to the Internet worldwide.

102) 02/12/13 Norwest Venture Partners; 
Andreessen Horowitz

Morta Security NA Morta Security offers network security solutions to guard against cyber threats.

103) 02/01/13 NXT Capital Venture Finance ThreatMetrix NA ThreatMetrix provides context-based business security and fraud prevention solutions for online businesses 
in various industries worldwide.

104) 12/31/12 Susquehanna Growth Equity Versafe NA Versafe develops security applications for identity theft and online fraud prevention applications.

105) 12/31/12 The Blackstone Group Carbon Black NA Carbon Black develops and offers cyber security software.

106) 12/31/12 YL Ventures 6scan NA 6scan offers web site protection suite that automatically detects and fixes security vulnerabilities.

107) 12/19/12 Summit Partners RiskIQ 10.0 RiskIQ provides a software-as-a-service product that eliminates online and mobile threats.

108) 12/07/12 Andreessen Horowitz; QED 
Investors; IA Ventures

Signifyd 4.2 Signifyd helps online businesses to control fraud and abuse.

109) 11/30/12 Union Square Ventures; First 
Round Capital

Sift Science 4.0 Sift Science operates an online platform that helps clients to fight fraud with large-scale machine learning.

110) 11/27/12 Pyrénées Gascogne 
Développement

SARL Itrust 2.6 SARL Itrust offers software tool for real-time monitoring of IT security.

111) 11/13/12 U.S. Venture Partners; Tugboat 
Ventures; Hyde Park Angels

Risk I/O 10.0 Risk I/O provides Software-as-a Service based vulnerability management platform that aggregates data from 
various vulnerability assessment tools to provide a centralized view on users’ security posture.

112) 11/09/12 Alsop Louie Partners; 
Stonehenge Growth Capital

Toopher 2.0 Toopher provides a location-based multifactor authentication solution that prevents online fraud and 
identity theft.

113) 10/05/12 Daylight Partners; The Houston 
Angel Network

Quarri Technologies 1.3 Quarri Technologies provides on demand Web information security solutions for customers throughout 
North America and Europe.

114) 06/30/12 In-Q-Tel ThreatMetrix NA ThreatMetrix provides context-based business security and fraud prevention solutions for online businesses 
in various industries worldwide.

115) 06/07/12 Prism VentureWorks; Trinity 
Ventures; Intersections 

White Sky 7.5 White Sky develops and markets Internet security solutions.

116) 05/08/12 Adams Street Partners; 
Chrysalis Ventures

Cybera 4.4 Cybera provides network security services.

117) 03/30/12 Millry Telephone Company Green Cloud Technologies 2.8 Green Cloud Technologies offers cloud-based hosted telephone services, email solutions, email 
management reports, network security, and cloud-based video surveillance security system.

118) 03/19/12 KPCB; Norwest Venture 
Partners; ITOCHU

The 41st Parameter 15.1 The 41st Parameter provides online fraud prevention solutions.

119) 03/14/12 August Capital; U.S. Venture 
Partners; CM Capital

ThreatMetrix 18.0 ThreatMetrix provides context-based business security and fraud prevention solutions for online businesses 
in various industries worldwide.

120) 01/31/12 Sigma Capital Partners Blackstratus 1.5 BlackStratus is a software developer and provides products that manage and correlate cloud-based security 
information for companies and governments worldwide.
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121) 12/31/11 In-Q-Tel ReversingLabs NA ReversingLabs designs and develops cyber threat detection and analysis solutions.

122) 12/15/11 Accel Partners; IDG Capital 
Partners

BlueSprig $10.0 BlueSprig provides security, privacy, performance, and efficiency solutions for mobile devices and PCs.

123) 12/06/11 Glilot Capital Partners Light Cyber 1.5 Light Cyber develops solutions for identifying and preventing cyber-attacks and advanced persistent threats.

124) 12/05/11 RWI Ventures; ATA Ventures; 
RWI Ventures II

EdgeWave 4.5 EdgeWave develops and markets on demand, on-premises, and hybrid secure content management 
solutions to the mid-enterprise and service provider markets primarily in North America.

125) 11/23/11 Almaz Capital Partners Vyatta NA Vyatta provides network routing and security software and hardware appliances.

126) 11/17/11 Technology Crossover 
Ventures; Bain Capital 

Rapid7 50.0 Rapid7 provides security data and analytic software solutions and services to collect, contextualize, and 
analyze the security data to reduce threat exposure and detect compromise in real-time for companies.

127) 11/15/11 JPMP Capital; Citrix; ArrowPath 
Venture Partners

Vyatta 12.0 Vyatta provides network routing and security software and hardware appliances.

128) 11/15/11 Auriga Partners; Bpifrance 
Investissement

Wallix 5.2 Wallix provides IT security software solutions for identity and access management.

129) 11/07/11 TWJ Capital; Security Growth 
Partners

KoolSpan 5.0 KoolSpan develops plug-in mobile security solutions for the mobile market worldwide.

130) 10/31/11 Rembrandt Venture Partners; 
Susquehanna Growth Equity

Skybox Security 6.1 Skybox Security provides risk analytics for enterprise security management.

131) 10/19/11 Fairhaven Capital Partners CounterTack 9.5 CounterTack provides real-time endpoint threat detection and response solutions to enterprises and 
government organizations.

132) 10/11/11 XT Investments; 
salesforce.com

CheckMarx.com 6.5 CheckMarx.com develops software solutions that are used to identify security vulnerabilities in Web and 
mobile applications.

133) 10/07/11 OVP Venture Partners; Sutter 
Hill Ventures; Venrock

RedSeal Networks 10.0 RedSeal Networks develops and delivers proactive security intelligence solutions for customers in 
commercial, government, and non-profit sectors worldwide.

134) 09/30/11 Sequoia Capital Click Security 7.0 Click Security provides real-time security analytics for enterprises, higher education systems, critical 
infrastructure, and government agencies to protect their networks.

135) 09/01/11 Symantec; Intel Capital; 
Southern Cross Venture 

Mocana NA Mocana operates an enterprise mobile application security platform that facilitates organizations to deliver 
business-critical mobile applications for internal and external users.

136) 08/04/11 NRI SecureTechnologies Fourteenforty Research 
Institute

NA Fourteenforty Research Institute offers anti-virus and internet security software.

137) 08/04/11 Extremadura Avante; CDTI Mobbeel Solutions 0.7 Mobbeel Solutions develops biometric security solutions.

138) 07/11/11 Monument Capital Group 
Holdings; Augmentum Capital

Persistent Sentinel NA Persistent Sentinel provides software and technical solutions for security and surveillance applications.

139) 07/01/11 Cisco KoolSpan 4.0 KoolSpan develops plug-in mobile security solutions for the mobile market worldwide.

140) 06/28/11 Micro Capitals Micro Technologies 1.0 Micro Technologies develops and markets security devices, services and technologies in India and 
internationally.

141) 06/22/11 Lightspeed Venture Partners; 
Andreessen Horowitz 

Bromium 9.2 Bromium provides a micro-virtualization technology solution for addressing enterprise security problems 
and protects end users against advanced malware.

142) 05/10/11 Norrlandsfonden; Lunova AB; 
Conor Venture Partners Oy

Behaviometrics 1.6 Behaviometrics provides information security solutions for IT organizations.

143) 05/03/11 Magma Venture Partners; 
Rhodium; Atlantic Capital 

GreenSQL 5.9 GreenSQL provides unified database security solutions for small and medium businesses, and enterprise 
markets worldwide.

144) 04/25/11 Credo Ventures Cognitive Security 1.5 Cognitive Security provides network security solutions for enterprise and small to medium-size business 
markets. 

145) 04/12/11 GE Pension Trust; Loring, 
Wolcott & Coolidge Fiduciary 

Digital Guardian 15.0 Digital Guardian provides data security solutions to protect data from insider and outsider threats.

146) 04/06/11 One Equity Partners; KPCB Mandiant 70.0 Mandiant provides security products and incident response management solutions to the financial service 
sector, legal community, government agencies, and other domestic and international clients.

147) 04/05/11 Atlas Venture; Highland Capital 
Partners; KPCB

Bit9 12.5 Bit9 provides endpoint threat detection, response, and prevention solutions that monitor and record various 
activities on servers and endpoints to detect and stop cyber threats.

148) 03/10/11 Global Security Capital Group Crystal IT NA Crystal IT provides computer security solutions.

149) 03/04/11 Mohr Davidow Ventures; 
Vodafone Ventures

Finsphere 11.3 Finsphere develops anti-fraud solutions.

150) 02/07/11 internet24 SSP Europe NA SSP Europe provides security services for Information Technology (IT).
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151) 01/19/11 General Atlantic Kaspersky Lab $200.0 Kaspersky Lab provides IT security solutions to home computer users, small companies, large corporations, 

and governments worldwide.
152) 01/11/11 Wedbush Securities Proofpoint NA Proofpoint provides threat protection, regulatory compliance, archiving and governance, and secure 

communication solutions worldwide.
153) 01/11/11 Milestone Venture Capital Protected-Networks.com NA Protected-Networks.com provides IT security solutions.

154) 12/31/10 Verdane Capital Codenomicon NA Codenomicon develops threat awareness and proactive security testing solutions.

155) 12/31/10 Fletcher Asset Management Document Security 
Systems

4.0 Document Security Systems develops, manufactures, markets, and sells paper and plastic products to protect 
information from unauthorized scanning, copying, and digital imaging.

156) 12/31/10 In-Q-Tel RedSeal Networks NA RedSeal Networks develops and delivers proactive security intelligence solutions for customers in 
commercial, government, and non-profit sectors worldwide.

157) 12/21/10 Benchmark Capital; Stata 
Venture Partners

Sentrigo 6.0 Sentrigo develops database security software.

158) 11/12/10 HTC Beijing NetQin Technology 2.5 Beijing NetQin Technology designs and develops mobile security and intelligent information solutions.

159) 11/05/10 Adams Capital Management; 
NextStage Capital

Certes Networks 21.1 Certes Networks provides encryption solutions to protect networked applications.

160) 10/14/10 Bessemer Venture Partners; 
Columbia Capital; KPCB

Endgame 29.0 Endgame provides security intelligence and analytics solutions for federal and commercial 
customers/enterprises to give them real-time visibility and actionable insight.

161) 09/15/10 China National Software & 
Service

China Standard Software 12.9 China Standard Software specializes in the research, development, promotion, and service of system 
software for government, enterprise, and education industries.

162) 09/03/10 Brook Venture Partners Security Innovation 2.0 Security Innovation provides security solutions for enterprise applications risk profiles.

163) 08/23/10 Summit Partners AVAST Software 100.0 AVAST Software provides security software for personal computers, smartphones, and tablets for businesses 
and home users worldwide.

164) 08/17/10 Sequoia Capital India Quick Heal Technologies 12.9 Quick Heal Technologies provides Internet Security tools and anti-virus technology in India.

165) 07/28/10 RWI Ventures; ATA Ventures; 
RWI Ventures II 

EdgeWave 3.2 EdgeWave develops and markets on demand, on-premises, and hybrid secure content management 
solutions to the mid-enterprise and service provider markets primarily in North America.

166) 06/09/10 Novak Biddle Venture Partners Triumfant 7.5 Triumfant provides software that detects and remediates malware without signatures or other forms of prior 
knowledge.

167) 06/08/10 Teldat; Adara Ventures; Neotec 
Capital Riesgo

AlienVault 4.0 AlienVault provides unified security management and crowd-sourced threat intelligence solutions for threat 
detection and compliance management.

168) 06/02/10 Novak Biddle Venture Partners Triumfant 0.4 Triumfant provides software that detects and remediates malware without signatures or other forms of prior 
knowledge.

169) 06/01/10 Auriga Partners; VI Partners NEXThink 2.0 NEXThink develops and markets solutions to measure risk and manage information security programs.

170) 05/27/10 Symantec; Shasta Ventures; 
Southern Cross Venture 

Mocana NA Mocana operates an enterprise mobile application security platform that facilitates organizations to deliver 
business-critical mobile applications for internal and external users.

171) 05/16/10 Promotora Easy Solutions 1.2 Easy Solutions operates as a security company that provides software solutions for detection and prevention 
of electronic fraud.

172) 04/27/10 GSR Ventures Management; 
Fidelity; Sequoia Capital China; 

Beijing NetQin Technology 20.0 Beijing NetQin Technology designs and develops mobile security and intelligent information solutions.

173) 04/21/10 Mohr Davidow Ventures; 
CrossLink Capital; Bridgescale 

Marble Security 22.0 Marble Security provides a mobile security cloud service to assess the risk posture of mobile users to control 
access to corporate networks, applications, and cloud services.

174) 04/08/10 Primaveris; CEA 
Investissement

Nexess 1.3 Nexess develops and sells security management solutions for nuclear and Seveso-type plants.

175) 03/30/10 In-Q-Tel Signal Innovations Group NA Signal Innovations develops solutions focuses on video analytics, multi-source activity analytics, and 
automated object detection, and recognition for federal defense, intelligence, and security markets.

176) 03/16/10 High-Tech Gründerfonds 
Management 

SSP Europe NA SSP Europe provides security services for Information Technology.

177) 03/05/10 IMF Bentham Uniloc USA 5.0 Uniloc USA provides security technology solutions.

178) 03/02/10 Accel Partners; Foundation 
Capital; DAG Ventures

Altor Networks 10.0 Altor Networks develops and provides security solutions for production-oriented virtualized data centers 
and internal clouds.

179) 02/23/10 Bain Capital Ventures Rapid7 2.2 Rapid7 provides security data and analytic software solutions and services to collect, contextualize, and 
analyze the security data to reduce threat exposure and detect compromise in real-time for companies.

180) 02/17/10 Summit Partners; Ignition 
Partners; Industry Ventures

Cloudmark 23.1 Cloudmark provides software solutions to protect traffic, data, and infrastructure for service providers, 
enterprises, and consumers worldwide.
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Woodside Capital Partners (WCP) – Who We Are 

 
! A global, independent investment bank that delivers world-class strategic and 

financial advice to emerging growth companies in the Software, Hardware and 
Internet sectors 

! Founded in 2001.  
! Over $8 billion in transaction value 
! M&A, strategic partnership and corporate finance advisory in: 

o Software and Internet Technologies 
o Digital Media and Advertising 
o Hardware: Semiconductors, Electronics, and Enabling Materials 
o Special Situations 
o Cross-border Transactions 

! Silicon Valley-based, with offices in London  
! WCP Research team - offers technology research serving buy-side institutional 

investors and technology industry executives. 
! 25 professionals: backgrounds as entrepreneurs/CEOs and from top investment 

banks. 
 

Silicon Valley Offices 
1950 University Avenue, Suite 150 
East Palo Alto, California 94303 
Tel: +1 650 391 2075 

UK Offices 
7th Floor, Riverbank House 
2 Swan Lane 
London, EC4R 3TT 
Tel: +44 207 929 0248 

 

The Information and opinions in this report have been prepared by Woodside Capital Securities, LLC. This report is 
published solely for information purposes, and is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of  an offer to 
buy any security in any state where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. The information herein is based on 
sources that we believe to be reliable but is not guaranteed by us and does not purport to be a complete statement or 
summary of  the available data. 

 


